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Abstract. Genomic sequences are fundamentally text documents, ad-
mitting various representations according to need and tokenization. Gene
expression depends crucially on binding of enzymes to the DNA sequence
at small, poorly conserved binding sites, limiting the utility of standard
pattern search. However, one may exploit the regular syntactic structure
of the enzyme’s component proteins and the corresponding binding sites,
framing the problem as one of detecting grammatically correct genomic
phrases. In this paper we propose new kernels based on weighted tree
structures, traversing the paths within them to capture the features which
underpin the task. Experimentally, we find that these kernels provide per-
formance comparable with state of the art approaches for this problem,
while offering significant computational advantages over earlier methods.
The methods proposed may be applied to a broad range of sequence or
tree-structured data in molecular biology and other domains.
1 Introduction
This document provides an extended discussion of the biological background and
data preparation for the paper Weighted Tree Kernels for Sequence Analysis
published at ESANN 2014. The abstract is preserved from the main paper.
2 Task and Data
Gene sequences are regions of DNA which code for the proteins within a cell
through the processes of transcription and translation. We are here concerned
with this initial process of transcription, whereby a enzyme called an RNA
Polmerase (RNAP), works in concert with a specific protein called a σ-factor
to form an RNAP complex, which then binds to the DNA strand to initiate
transcription [1]. Our task is to identify the sites on the DNA strand at which
the RNAP complex binds to the DNA. We will here focus on the most widely
studied bacterial system, σ70, the so-called housekeeping σ in E. coli. While it
is well-known that these promoters are characterised by specific motifs at (ap-
proximately) known locations (the so-called −10 and −35 hexamers) relative
to the Transcription Start Site (TSS) - indeed promoter identification and TSS
prediction are essentially equivalent - there may be significant variation in their
sequence and location relative to the gene itself. Moreover, there may be a
Fig. 1: Left: Graphical summary of potential relationships between promoter motifs; nodes
are motifs and the edges are gaps. Right: Sequence structure: a) Typical gene structure b)
Positive sequence, with the reference position at the TSS c) Example negative sequence (refer-
ence position at 5bp downstream of the actual TSS) d) Example negative sequence (reference
position at 5bp upstream)
number of additional proteins coupled to the complex, each of which may con-
tribute to binding process [4]. It is this additional complexity which motivates
the tree kernel approach. The bioinformatic challenge is to utilise effectively
the available laboratory confirmed sequence annotations to produce computa-
tional models that may be used to infer promoters in uncharacterised sequences.
Our approach involves a combination of tokens based on the binding sites for
each of the components of the RNAP complex. We will label these according
to their expected location relative to the TSS. These include the −10 and −35
hexamers, the extended −10 (X10), the extended −16 (X16), and an AT rich
region near the −35 location, here represented as the proximal UP element. This
list of motifs will be used as the basis for the grammar, although in principle
many others could be included. Valid interactions between element motifs are
shown in figure 1, where edges indicate allowable gaps between motifs (motif
constraints). DNA sequence data were obtained from the GenBank file of E.
coli (NCBI accession version NC 000913.2), and fragments of length 151 base
pairs extracted. Sequence fragments were indexed around a reference nucleotide
at position 101. Positive sequence examples contained an experimentally iden-
tified TSS at the reference position, while negative sequence examples did not
(figure 1). In essence, the aim of the classifier is to determine whether or not the
nucleotide at the reference position is a TSS. Positive sequences were extracted
according to the TSS locations obtained from RegulonDB [2]. The sequences
were filtered to remove any with an upstream non-coding region of less than
100bp, or a coding length of less than 50bp, to ensure that the region upstream
of the TSS did not contain coding DNA from an upstream gene, and that the
region downstream of the TSS contained only coding DNA, thus minimising the
noise due to potential TSS sites at positions other than the reference. Some
609 of the entries available were used to form positive sequences. Coding region
DNA, i.e. that within an identified gene, was used as the negative data on the
basis that a gene coding region should not contain a TSS. The 4435 genes in the
E. coli genome were filtered to leave only those greater than 151bp in length,
and 609 were randomly selected. From each of these genes, a 151bp sequence
was extracted to form the negative sequence data set. For each TSS site, a set
of sequences referred to as the sliding window sequences was obtained. Each set
consists of 201 sequences, each 151bp in length with the reference position be-
ing 100bp upstream of the actual TSS for sequence 1. The following sequences
are obtained by moving the windows 1bp downstream, so sequence 2 has its
reference position 99bp upstream of the TSS, sequence 3 98bp upstream of the
TSS etc. through to sequence 200, which has its reference position 100bp down-
stream of the TSS. The reference position of sequence 101 corresponds to the
TSS position.
In order to create parse trees from the DNA sequences, rules and constraints
were defined based on the biological relationships of the elements from 1, and
captured in an xml structure for motif definitions and constraints. A program
was developed to accept FASTA sequences and a Tree Grammar, and create a
tree for each of the sequences according to the grammar. This program started
by tokenising each string, using the BioPatML pattern search language [5] to
find all the instances of each motif in the grammar. It is important to note
that the nodes in the tree correspond to instances of motifs as produced by this
tokenising phase, as opposed to the actual motif definitions themselves. After
this creation phase, each tree was converted to a custom string representation
that encapsulated the details of the node values and edge values. This string
was then used as input into custom tree kernels implemented to work with the
SVMLight software package [3] (available from http://svmlight.joachims.org/).
To allow feature selection, the spectrum tree kernel map was applied to the DNA
sequences to produce vectorial data. The WEKA software package [6] was used
to evaluate and select the most important paths. With the Attribute Selection
tool, the information theoretic metrics of Information Gain, Information Gain
Ratio and Symmetric Uncertainty measures were applied to rank the features.
The values for only the top features were used as input into the SVM. The effect
of using a varying number of features with each different feature selection metric
was tested. The motifs and gap distances in the highest ranking motifs were
also visualised to allow analysis and comparison.
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